MrBuggy 7. Defect Summary.
Ver. 0.95
This is a BETA version. If you find any defect in defects, let us know by sending an email to testingcup@testingcup.pl.

Scoring
The score model.
Score [points]
-5
[minus five
points]

Category

Category description

Not a defect

A report which define the correct operation of the application as a defect; defect from the area
excluded from the tests; reporting accepted issues.

-1 [minus one
point]

Duplicate

A defect, which has already been reported in another defect report.

0

Incomprehensible

An incomprehensible report whose content does not allow to identify a defect.

0

Suggestion

A proposal for a change or adding a new functionality, or suggestion for a change in the area of
usability.

0

Not reproducible

A defect which cannot be reproduced by the Judging Committee.

0

Typo

All language defects.

Usability / UX

Defects such as: incorrect display of characters, behaviour incompatible with UX standards,
incomprehensible solutions, incorrect display of items, inconsistent behaviour of similar or the
same elements of the application.

1
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An erroneous, misleading or incorrectly behaving error message or no message at all. It applies to
bugs displayed in a pop-up as well as validation messages.
A defect in non-critical functional area.

3

Error message

6

Security /
Functional defect
/ Workaround
available

Security issues; there is a workaround for existing functions that allows operations to be
performed, which should not be possible to do, including disclosure of data.
A functional bug. Incorrect application actions but with a workaround.

10

Critical defect /
Damage of data

An incorrect application behaviour combined with the inability to perform a part of the operation;
incorrect behaviour leading to damage or deliberate deletion of data; deleting other users' data; a
defect that implies further important defects. Cases in which the application turns off.
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List of accepted issues that should not be reported
ID

Title

Description

AI1

[Units] Search doesn't work with the
Polish characters

Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in as admin
2. Go to units page
3. Create new unit with polish character (e.g. ZĄB)
4. Search for newly created unit by name (enter "ząb" in search input)
Actual result:
No results are shown.
Expected result:
Created unit is shown.

AI2

Missing validation error for Confirm
Password field

Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in as admin
2. Open Users tab
3. Click on the New Admin/New employee/New provider button
4. Click on the Save button
Actual result:
All fields marked as required have validation error message displayed, except one - Confirm
password.
Expected result:
All fields marked as required have validation error message displayed.

AI4

[API] Inconsistency in states in API
and GUI

Steps to reproduce:
1. Change by API CR status to 'To clarify' (request PUT '/cr/ID/to-clarify')
2. Using API take list of CRs
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Issue:
In response status 'To clarify' is reported as 'ToComplete’.
AI5

[Profile] Validation errors during the
first profile edit

Steps to reproduce:
1. Start the application with clean DB
2. Create the first admin user
3. Log in as the admin
4. Click ‘Profile’
5. Click ‘Save’
Actual result:
Validation errors for the email and phone number fields are displayed, the first name of the admin
user is set to First, last name is set to Admin.
Expected result:
During an account creation a user should be asked to provide all the required data.

AI6

Validation for the phone number and
email fields

According to the documentation there should be no validation on the phone number and email fields,
on API and UI level.
Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in as admin
2. Edit Profile / Add or edit Employee
3. Fill in incorrectly the Phone number (Employee) field
Actual result:
Validation error for phone number is displayed.
Expected result:
There should be no extra validation on the phone number field, phone number is required (cannot be
empty).
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AI7

An exception after exporting a
hidden file to XML

Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in as admin or provider
2. CR list screen.
3. Export data to XML, trying to save it with the name some already existing, hidden file.
Actual result: An unhandled exception which closes the application.

AI8

Shortcut "ctrl + o" allows to open
browser

Steps to reproduce:
1. Open MrBuggy
2. Use a keyboard shortcut "ctrl + o".
Actual result: internet browser is opened in MrBuggy window
Expected result: nothing happens, this shortcut should be blocked

AI9

Search option on any screen works
incorrect

Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in as any user
2. Open any screen with search option, e.g. CRs list
3. search for any existing CR by providing only part of searched phrase (example CR with name
"example CR" - search by "examp"
4. add space to searched phrase "examp "
Actual result:
searched CR will be displayed in list of result, after adding another character after space, it won't be
"examp a"
Expected result:
After providing a space, searched CR should not be displayed

AI10

Search doesn't work for uppercase
Polish letters

Occurs on Users/Provider/CRs screens.
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Steps to reproduce:
1. Create new provider with uppercase Polish character in name (e.g. "AŁA")
2. Search for created provider using only used Polish character (e.g. "Ł")
Actual result:
no results are returned
Expected result:
created provider is returned in search results
AI11

[New CR] Invisible error messages on
the screen

Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in to application as employee.
2. Open CRs tab and click New CR button
3. Fill in most of the fields but left empty any required field at the top of form (e.g. Number) and click
Save button.
Actual result:
user doesn't see any error message, new CR is not created
Expected result:
user should be scrolled to input that wasn't filled and see a validation message

AI12

Pages are not responsive (maximize
screen)

Steps to reproduce:
1. open MrBuggy
2. press ctrl++/ctrl+- few times to maximize/minimize page content
Actual result:
Page is not responsive, in some situations text doesn't fit buttons/tables etc.
Expected result:
Page design/elements on page are responsive
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AI14

[API] 404 returned for not allowed
methods

Invalid status code is returned when sending a request with not supported method, example: send
PATCH request to /CR endpoint.

Steps to reproduce:
1. Send a patch request to "/CR" endpoint
Actual result:
404 status code is returned
Expected result:
405 status code is returned with information about allowed methods
AI15

[API] 404 returned instead of 403

Incorrect status code is returned when user is trying to access data to which doesn't have enough
privileges. Example: employee tries to access list of all users.
Steps to reproduce:
1. Send a GET request to "/user" endpoint as an employee user
Actual result:
404 status code is returned
Expected result:
403 status code is returned
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List of defects reported
No.
1

TITLE
CR list – missing fields in
filter

CATEGORY
Error message

DESCRIPTION
Based on documentation in filter following fields should be available:
1. Status
2.Creation date from
3. Creation date to
4.Last change date from
5.Last change date to
6.Provider
7.CR’a name
8.User

KNOWN
YES

In application fields 2,3,4,5,8 are missing
2

Clearing "Phrase" field
doesn't reload list result

Usability / UX

Clearing "Phrase" field by pressing "X" icon in "Phrase" field doesn't reload
searched results. Occurs on all pages with lists.
1. Log in as admin
2. Open Provider tab
3. Add few providers
4. On Provider tab enter some text into "Phrase" input
5. Click on "x" button inside input field to clear entered phrase
Actual result:
Entered text is deleted, results are still matching entered phrase.
Expected result:
Entered text id deleted, proper results are displayed.
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YES

3

Valuation CR - NaN in
Amount field

Usability / UX

NaN is displayed in amount field after clearing "Man-days" input

YES

Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in as provider
2. Open CR list
3. Click on Valuation button for a CR which is in Forwarded state
4. Clear Man-days input
Actual result:
Amount changes to NaN
Expected result:
Amount remains 0, if user enters invalid value in Man-days field Amount
should not be recalculated
4

CRs, Users - missing
pagination

Error message

Based on documentation – list of CRs and users should be paginated (20
records on one page)
This functionality is missing in Mr Buggy.

YES

5

[New CR] fields accept too
many chars

Error message

Steps for reproduction:
1. Log in as employee
2. Create new CR using data with too long text (more than 200 characters)

YES

Actual result:
Data are accepted, it is possible to enter text with 250 characters
Expected result:
According to documentation, fields Business case, Description of Change,
Financial sources, Related production errors - should be limited to 200
characters
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6

[Export] exception during
saving the file

Critical defect /
Damage of data

Preconditions
1. At last one CR in state: 'Approved' or 'To order' exist
Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in as admin or provider
2. Go to list of CRs'
2. Choose export to JSON or XML
3. In file browser click "Make new folder" and after entered the name click 'Ok"
(don't use enter to confirm)
Actual result:
Exception is thrown. Log from error:
Exception has been thrown by the target of an invocation.
at System.RuntimeMethodHandle.InvokeMethod(Object target, Object[]
arguments, Signature sig, Boolean constructor)
at System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.UnsafeInvokeInternal(Object obj,
Object[] parameters, Object[] arguments)
at System.Delegate.DynamicInvokeImpl(Object[] args)
at System.Windows.Forms.HtmlShim.FireEvent(Object key, EventArgs e)
Expected result:
File is exported, no error is thrown
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YES

7

[Export] Special characters
corrupt JSON file

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

Steps to reproduce:
1. Add new CR, put special characters reserved for JSON file structure id CR
description. Example:
{
"test":"zadzwoń po jsona"
}
2. Save CR and process to state Approved
3. Export JSON file
4. Open JSON file

YES

Actual result:
After file validation for example in https://jsonformatter.curiousconcept.com
problems with file and additional " chars are reported.

8

Missing actions for admins

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

Documentation:

YES

"IT Analyst:
• Viewing all CRs in state To clarify and:
o After adding mandatory public comment process it into state Clarified (8) or
Rejected (9) "
Currently this functionality is missing.

9

File exported by provider missing provider

Error message

Documentation:

YES

"IT Analyst:
• Viewing all CRs in state To clarify and:
o After adding mandatory public comment process it into state Clarified (8) or
Rejected (9) "
Currently this functionality is missing.
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10

[API] user can read
archived CRs

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

Preconditions:
Archived CRs exist.

YES

Steps to reproduce:
1. As employee user send a request to API to get data of archived CR ( GET
'/cr/ID', '/cr/ID/comments', '/cr/ID/history', '/cr/ID/releted - where ID is an ID of
archived CR )
Actual result:
CR data are returned
Expected result:
Data are not returned

11

Invalid providers list while
editing cloned CR

Error message

During edition of a cloned CR, it's possible to select provider assigned to
original CR.
Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in as admin
2. Open CRs tab
3. Clone any CR
4. Edit cloned CR
Actual result:
it's possible to select provider assigned to original CR
Expected result:
As it is not possible to select provider assigned to original CR while cloning CR,
it's should not be possible during edit of cloned CR either.
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YES

12

Related CR's - replaced
values in table

Usability / UX

In Related CR table, values in Status and Provider columns are replaced.

YES

Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in as admin
2. Open CR list
3. Clone any CR
4. Open cloned CR
Actual result:
In Related CR table, values in Status column we can see Provider name, in
Provider column we can see CR status.
Expected result:
Proper values are displayed in Related CR table.
13

User deleted by API is not
logged out from app

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

User deleted by API is not logged out from app and still can perfom and
complete any action.
Steps to reproduce:
1. log in to application as any user
2. send a DELETE request to "/user/ID" as admin providing ID of logged in user
from step 1
3. do any action on application (add/edit/... CR)
actual result:
action is completed successfully
expected result:
user is logged out from application and cannot complete an action
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YES

14

[API] no validation for
changing forwarded CR

Usability / UX

User with Provider role can change status of CR from Forwarded to Forwarded
using an API
Precondition:
A CR with Forwarded status exists
Steps to reproduce:
1. Send PUT requests to "/cr/ID/forwarded" as provider user (where ID is an ID
of forwarded CR)
Actual result:
200 status is returned, status is changed from forwarded to forwarded
Expected result:
It should not be possible to change status from forwarded to forwarded
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YES

15

[API] invalid number of
comments is returned

Error message

User with employee role can see number of all comments added to CR - public
and private ones. Employee should see only public comments.

YES

Steps to reproduce:
1. create CR
2. approve CR as admin
3. add a private comment to this CR as an admin
4. add comment to this CR as employee
5. send GET request to "/cr/ID" (where ID is an ID of created CR) authorizing as
employee user
actual result:
data of CR are returned, number of CR comments is 2
expected result:
data of CR are returned, number of CR comments is 1
16

[API] /cr/ID/related doesn't
return any related CR

Error message

Steps to reproduce:
1. log in as employee
2. create new CR
3. log in as admin and approve CR
4. clone approved CR
5. send a GET request to "/cr/ID/related" providing ID of CR from step 4
Actual result:
no CR is returned in response
Expected result:
related CR (from step 2) is returned
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YES

17

[API] [GUI] Admin can't
create new CR

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

According to documentation admin can:
- Creation of new CR (1).

NO

Actual result:
Admin can't create new CR
Expected result:
Admin can created new CR

18

[API] Crash app after
deleting non existing user

Critical defect /
Damage of data

Application crashes after deleting of not existing user by API
Steps:
send DELETE /user/ID with non-existing ID e.g. /user/100

NO

Expected result:
Response with status 404
Actual result:
Exception occurs: "Odwołanie do obiektu nie zostało ustawione na wystąpienie
obiektu"
Application crashes
19

[API] Admin may
DELETE/Block his account

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

1. Send DELETE request to "/user/ID" endpoint with Admin app ID
Actual Result: Admin account is deleted, however Admin may usehis account
to the moment of logout
Expected Result: Admin should not be able to use his account after it is
deleted straight away.
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NO

20

CR number - should be
readonly and fulfil by
automat

Error message

Steps to reproduce:
1. Log-in as employee
2. Go to CRs
3. Click "New CR"
4. Put anything in the Number field (including letters)
5. Fill other fields.
6. Save

NO

Actual result: You can put any character (including letters and special
characters). It's a read-write field.
Expected results: Number field should be fulfilled automatically and should be
read-only. It should contain integer only.
21

[API] Can't add
RelatedProductionErrors

Error message

22

Wrong order of fields in CR Usability / UX
form

Can't add RelatedProductionErrors field via API. This field is available in GUI.

NO

Wrong order of fields
Steps:
1. Add new or edit CR
Actual results:
- name, email, phone number, unit
Expected results:
- number, phone number, email, unit

NO
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23

Errors in validation of First
name field

Error message

Errors in validation of First name field:

NO

It's possible to use '-' char in the First Name. According to the documentation,
the '-' char should not be valid
It possible to put 50 signs - according to specification 40 is expected
Steps to replicate:
1) Log in as an admin user
2) Profile > Edit
2) Put char text with sign - or 45 signs.
Actual result: FirstName accepted
Expected result: Validation error should be thrown and the First Name should
not be accepted
24

Admin can't edit profile by
user tab

Usability / UX

Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in as Admin
2. Open Users tab
Workaround: edit data via profile

NO

Actual result: As an admin I can't change anything in my profile
Expected result: Admin should have rights to also edit his profile
25

Double click in checkbox text END marked

Usability / UX

Steps to reproduce:
1. Open form "Add CR"
2. Double click on flag "END"
Actual result:
Double click mark checkbox and text "End"
Expected result:
After double click checkbox is marked and unmarked
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NO

26

Errors in validation of
Password field

Error message

Errors in validation of Password field:
- Capital letters are not required
- Wrong length required
1. log in as an admin
2. edit user with password 123456!
3. user is edited

NO

Actual result: Password can be set without capital letter and too short
Expected result: Password cannot be set without capital letter and min 8 digits
27

Errors in validation of Last
Name field

Error message

According to the documentation, the validation should only check if the Last
Name contains only letters, spaces and '-' char.
Steps to replicate:
1) Log in as an admin user
2) Profile > Edit
2) Enter '-John' in LastName field > Save
Actual result: Last Name must start with letter validation error is thrown
Expected result: Last Name should be accepted as it contains only letters,
spaces and '-' char
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NO

28

CR in state NEW: Users
cannot add comment

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

User cannot add comment to NEW and DRAFT CRs

NO

Step to reproduce:
1. Open in single view CR in state Draft / New
2. Try to add comment
Actual result:
There is no field to add the comment. The action is not possible to do.
Expected result: According to specification: "Adding public and private
comments to all visible CRs". All visible CRs.

29

Error in validation of CR's
Name field

Error message

Steps:
1. Log in to the app as an employee
2. Go to CRs section
3. Click at "New CR"
4. Type 21 signs in the number field
Actual result
CR is saved with more than 20 signs in the number field
Expected result
According to requirements, number field should have maximum 20 signs
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NO

30

Can't view CRs in 'to clarify' Security /
state
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

Can't view CRs in 'to clarify' state

NO

1. Open MrBuggy
2. Login as employee
3. Create CR
4. Login as admin
5. Change status of CR to clarify
6. Login as employee
Expected: Viewing CRs in state To clarify and after adding mandatory public
comment Employees may process it to state Clarified or Rejected.
Actual: No actions in employee profile. CR is not visible in provider profile.

31

Employee can delete CRs
Critical defect /
in state: new and approved Damage of data

Step to reproduce:

NO

1. Employee has CRs created in all states.
2. Wants to delete them.
Actual result:
Employee has rights to delete CRs in state: Draft, New and Approved.
Expected result:
Deleting CRs in state Draft.
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32

Non-accepted value autoinserted in Price

Error message

Steps to reproduce:

NO

1) Launch the software
2) Log in as an Admin
3) Click on "Providers" from the Menu
4) Select "New"
5) Add a name of preference under "Name"
6) Add the value 9999999999.99 under "Price"
7) Click on "Save"
8) Try to edit the Provider just created
Actual Result:
In the "Price" field a comma appears in place of the dot and an error pops out
when saving, even if no changes have been made. 9999999999,99
Expected Result:
9999999999.99
33

Possible to transition new - Usability / UX
> new, missing DRAFT

1. Create and save a CR
2. Open this CR and check the End button
3. Open the CR again and check the End button again
Issue: It’s possible to transition CR from New to New. There is no state Draft
missing in history of CR.
Expected: Draft state should be marked between "New" and "New" states
because of editing of CR changes a state from NEW to DRAFT
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NO

34

Missing focus in forms

Usability / UX

Steps to reproduce:
1. Open any form

NO

Expected results:
Focus is set on first editable field
Actual results:
No focus on any field.
35

Phrase search should have Usability / UX
length 20 chars

Steps to reproduce
1. Login as a Admin and go to the Users page
2. Start typing something in Phrase field

NO

Actual results
User is able to type in this field more than 20 chars
Expected results
Based on the specifications:
Length for this field should be 20
36

OS shortcuts should be
blocked

Error message

Steps to reproduce:
1. Open MrBuggy7 App
2. In app click Ctrl + N or Ctrl + P or F5 on your keyboard - or any other os
shortcut
Actual result:
OS shortcuts work
Expected result:
Nothing should happened, those shortcuts should be blocked
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NO

37

"Priced" to "To clarify"
transition

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

PRICED to TO CLARIFY is possible but not expected based on specification
Steps:
1. Create CR and go through flow till status PRICED
2. Go into that CR with Admin

NO

Actual result:
To Clarify action is available
Expected result:
To Clarify action is not available
38

Unable to delete provider
with assigned user

Error message

Steps to reproduce:
1.Log in as Admin user;
2.Navigate to CR with Provider1 user assigned;
3.Change Provider1 to other Provider user;
4.Navigate to Provider screen
Expected results:
There is no Delete button f to delete provider
Actual results:
Button to delete provider is available
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NO

39

Unable to delete unit with
assigned user

Error message

Steps:
1. Create unit
2. Create some users
3. Assign some users to this unit
4. Open units view

NO

Actual result
There is no "Delete" button in "Actions" column.
Expected result
There should be "Delete" button in "Actions" column (according to
documentation).
40

CR in some statuses
should be marked "bold"

Usability / UX

Steps to reproduce:
1. Login as admin
2. Go to CRs page
3. Create CR in state To clarify or priced

NO

Expected result:
CR status should be marked (can be bold)
Actual Status:
CR status is not marked
41

Provider is not displayed in Error message
edit provider profile

1. Log in as a provider.
2. Open current provider profile.
3. Edit profile.
Actual result:
Provider field is not available on edit profile screen for provider.
Expected result:
Provider field should be available on edit profile screen for provider.
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NO

42

Admin can Clone the CR
with Approved status

Error message

Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in as an Admin
2. Enter CR list
3. Use action 'Clone' on CR with status 'Approved'

NO

Actual result:
Admin can Clone the approved Cr.
Expected result:
Admin should not be able to clone the Approved CR.
43

[API] Admin can create
provider with empty name

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

Admin can create provider with empty (only whitespace) name via API
Steps to reproduce:
1. Create a new POST request /provider with below body:
- name: " " - price 2
2. Click Send
Expected result:
- API shouldn't create a provider without a name
Actual result:
- API allows creation of a provider without a name while using Postman
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NO

44

State 'Completed' instead
of 'Clarified'

Error message

Instead of 'Clarified' state we get 'Completed'. According to specification this
state should be 'Clarified'
Steps:
1. Navigate to CRs screen
2. Try to change state 'To clarify' to 'Clarified'

NO

Expected results:
Status name is 'Clarified'
Actual results:
Status name is 'Completed'
45

[API] Employee can
Critical defect /
see/edit/delete not his own Damage of data
CR

Employee can see/edit/delete not his own CR but also created by other users

NO

Expected result
employee can see/edit/delete only own CR's
Actual results
employee can see/edit/delete all created CR's

46

[API] possible to authorize
with any password

Critical defect /
Damage of data

Steps to reproduce:
1. Have a admin account with username: admin and password: admin1!
2. Make base64 encoding on this string: " OR ""=" (IiBPUiAiIj0i)
3. Make POST /user/admin request with header Authorization:
YWRtaW4=:IiBPUiAiIj0i (first part is encoded "admin" username, second is ANY
string)
Expected result:
API should return "unauthorized"
Actual result:
New admin account is created
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NO

47

End CR doesn't move CR
into readonly mode.

Error message

Steps to reproduce:

NO

1. Login as employee user
2. create new CR
3. check "End" checkbox and save
4. Open previously created CR
Actual result:
CR is not in readonly mode, user is still able to update/edit it
Expected results
CR is in read-only mode, edition is not possible
48

[API] Clone of CR has
incorrect dates

Error message

Steps:
1. Create CR and move to status New
2. Perform /cr/##/clone using Admin credentials on CR from preconditions
3. Clone CR from Preconditions
Defect: In response of Clone request, Creation Date and Modified date show
0001-01-01T00:00:00
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NO

49

CR Status doesn't change
automatically by export

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

Status of CR is not changed after exporting. According to documentation
status should be changed.

NO

Steps to reproduce:
1. Create CR in status 'To order' or 'Approved'
2. Export those CR
Expected result:
Accordingly to documentation page 3 status of CR should change to
'Forwarded' or 'Process'
Actual results:
Status is not changed

50

Double click on list is not
working

Usability / UX

Double click on list is not working
Steps to reproduce (for CR):
1. Login as admin
2. Go to CRs page
3. Double click on any CRs
Expected result:
Single CR should be opened
Actual result:
Nothing happens
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NO

51

Too long text is not
wrapped in CR's view

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

Too long text is not wrapped. Errors occurs in fields and comments.
1. Log in as employer
2. Go to CR
3. Create new CR position with long Business case/Description/Financial
sources description
4. Save

NO

Actual Result: Long descriptions falls onto ID positions
Expected results: Descriptions should not fall onto other objects
52

[API] Sending HEAD to /
crashes application

53

54

Critical defect /
Damage of data

Sending HEAD to / crashes application. HEAD is usually used before GET as
part of API discovery routine.

NO

Password not blocked after Security /
few attempts
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

Description/steps:
1. Login screen.
2. Input incorrect password more than 10 times.

NO

Admin can't add
comments to CR in status
Draft

Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in as administrator
2. Open CRs tab
3. Open any CR in Draft status

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

Actual result: The account stays unblocked - we can use this to DDOS type of
attack
Expected result: There should be a password lock feature to avoid exploitation

Actual result:
No possibility to add comments
Expected result:
Admin can add comments to any CR, including CR in Draft status
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NO

55

Active button has different
colour

Usability / UX

Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in as admin
2. Open Users tab
3. Edit any user and set flag "Status" to "Blocked"
4. Open Users tab

NO

Actual result:
Active button has different colour than other buttons.
Expected result:
All buttons should be in the same colour to keep UI consistency
56

Typo 2

Typo

1. Add new CR
2. Insert special characters like "[][]["
3. Add other data ad save

NO

Actual result:
Validation test: Username can only consist of letters, digits..."
Expected result:
Validation test: Name can only consist of letters, digits..."
57

Filtering is cleared.

Usability / UX

Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in to the app as admin
2. Go to Users
3. Apply some filters
4. Active or block some user
Actual result:
User is active/blocked and filtering is cleared
Expected result:
User is active/blocked and filtering is not cleared
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NO

58

[API] it's possible to create
admin without status

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

Steps to reproduce:
1. Send a POST request to create new admin user without status parameter in
request body

NO

Actual result:
New admin account is created, 200 status is returned
Expected result:
New admin account is not created, 400 status code is returned

59

Unexpected option for CR
in Finished status

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in as admin
2. Open CRs tab
3. Open any CR in Finished status

NO

Actual result:
It's possible to send CR status to Received
Expected result:
According to documentation, it should be possible to change status only to
Archived
60

Automatic archiving in
Received state

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

Set Automatically Archiving for Rejected, Draft and Finished.
Actual result:
This functionality works only for status Rejected, Draft and Received.
Expected result:
According to documentation: Rejected (16), Draft (17) and Finished (18) are
automatically moved into state Archived;
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61

[API] No Role or Status in
History

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

Steps:
1. Send POST request to /cr endpoint with valid request body authorizing as
Employee
2. Send PUT request to /cr/##/new endpoint where ## is Id of created CR
3. Send GET request to /cr/##/history as Admin

NO

Actual result:
In history Role and Status of User performing changes is "None".
Expected result:
History should contain info about Role and Status of user who made the
changes to CR
62

Validation errors don't
disappear

Error message

Steps to reproduce:
1. log in as admin
2. Go to Automatic archiving tab
3. Fill all fields with 61 value
4. Click Save button
5. In 2nd and 3rd input change value to 60
6. Click Save button
Actual result:
Validation errors are still displayed for 2nd and 3rd input, even when provided
values are correct
Expected result:
Only validation error for 1st input is displayed
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63

Additional filter for admin
on CRs list

Usability / UX

Field that is not specified in the documentation is available in admin mode.

NO

Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in as an admin.
2. Go to CRs list.
Actual results:
Among available fields there is a filter "All employees" that is not described in
documentation.
Expected results:
There are only filters specified in documentation
64

[CR] missing validation for
Comment

Error message

Steps to reproduce:
1. log in as employee
2. Create new CR providing more than 200 characters in "Business case" input
3. Edit newly created CR
4. In "Comment" field enter more than 200 characters
Actual result:
It's possible to enter more than 200 characters into 'Comment' field
Expected result:
According to documentation "Comment" field accepts max 200 characters
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65

Typo 1

Typo

Steps to reproduce:
1. log in as admin

NO

Actual result:
In top menu there is a tab called CRs
Expected result:
According to documentation this tab should be named as CRs list
66

[API] invalid parameter
name when updating CR

Usability / UX

Request body for creating or updating CR has a parameter called Reason,
while in application the same field is called Business case.
Steps to reproduce:
1. send a POST request to /cr endpoint as employee with body:
{"number":"2",
"name":"first",
"description" : "fancy description",
"reason" : "for fun",
"financial_sources" : "petro dolars",
"provider_id" : "1"
}
Expected result: same name for parameter and application field
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67

Employee cannot edit unit

Error message

Steps to reproduce:
1. Login as employee.
2. Open profile view.
3. Click Edit button.
4. Change the unit.
5. Click Save button.

NO

Actual result:
On profile view unit didn't change.
Expected result:
Employee should be able to change unit.
68

"New CR" button is not
located in top menu

Usability / UX

"New CR" button is in wrong place. According to specification it should be
located in top menu.
Step to reproduce:
1. Open CRs
Actual results:
"New CR" button is located in "CR list"
Expected results:
"New CR" button is located in top menu
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69

Priced to 'to order' - lack of Security /
transition
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

It is not possible to proceed to 'to order' status' from the 'priced' status.
Instead the only available option except 'rejected' is 'to clarify.

NO

1. Go to CR tab as admin
2. Find a CR in 'Priced' status.
3. Notice only available options are Reject and To Clarify.
4. After clicking 'To Clarify' the status is changed to 'to clarify'
5. Option 'approve' is not available.
Actual result: Wrong transitions available, lack of
Expected results: All expected transition should be available

70

[API] ability to retrieve
deleted CR

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

Steps to reproduce:
1. Delete CR from API level, by providing its ID in URL call
2. Immediately go to MrBuggy's CR's view and open one you've deleted
3. Change nothing, but click "Save" only

NO

Actual result:
User is able to save the form and retrieve the CR that should have been
deleted.
Expected result:
User should be propmed that this particular CR was already deleted or
scheduled for deletion.
71

Information about user is
refreshed after relog

Error message

Step to reproduce
1. login as for example employee
2. update employee's profile using Postman
Actual results: information about user is refreshed after logging out and
logging in
Expected results: information should be updated in real-time
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72

[API] Possible to use
restricted characters

Error message

1. Create provider with post method
2. use name: ???
3. in return we get
{"Success":false,"Errors":[{"Field":"name","Message":"Username can only
consist of letters, digits, spaces and characters: _-"}]}
4. use name: ???123
5 operation ends with success

NO

73

Space removed from
password edit/creation

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

Steps to reproduce:
1. new user creation screen
2. create a password with space either at the beginning or the end of it, e.g.
"password1! "
3. Create the user
4. Try to log in as the newly created user with the set password

NO

Actual result: Password for this user will be missing space character. The user
can proceed only when removing the space character
Expected results: User can login using original password (with space on the
end)
74

Inconsistent error
messages for price field

Error message

Steps to reproduce:
1. Log in as an Admin
2. Go to Providers Tab
3. Add new provider
4. In field price add "a" and confirm
5. Change on number "0" and confirm
Actual result: 1st error message: "Invalid number format. The correct format is
X.Y where X is a minimum of one digit and up to 10 digits and Y is a maximum
of 2 digits", 2nd error message: "The field takes numbers from 0.01 to
9999999999.99 inclusive"
Expected result: Error messages should be consistent
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75

[API] GET /user does not
return full users data

Error message

Steps:
1. Make GET /user request with admin authorization

NO

Expected Results:
Users phone numbers and emails present in response body
Actual Result:
Users phone numbers and emails are not present in response body
76

[API] Validation Provider
name

Not
reproducible

Create Post request with 260 characters (POST /Provider).
Result: Accepted
Expected result - max value message is 255, but 260 was accepted.

NO

77

Incorrect validation error
for "User Field"

Error message

Steps to reproduce:
1. Create new admin user
2. Open User tab
3. Click Edit button on created user
4. Fill Username field using incorrect value (example: Admin 1)
5. Click on "Save" button

NO

Actual results:
Validation error: Username can only consist of letters without diacritic
characters , digits and characters: _Expected Results: Validation error should contain information that username
should be unique, should contain max 20 sign and should be no spaces
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78

Wrong information for new Error message
unit validation

Issue with validation of new unit field.

NO

Steps to reproduce:
1. Open MrBuggy and click 'New' button
2. Enter '@' to 'Name' field and click Save
3. Make sure 'Username can only consist of letters, digits, spaces and
characters: _-' validation message appears
4. Enter '@ @' to 'Name' field and click Save button
Actual result:
New unit has been saved.
Expected result:
New unit is not saved. Validation message ''Username can only consist of
letters, digits, spaces
79

Confirm password error
persistence

Error message

Steps to reproduce:
1. Launch the application for the first time
2. Fill in correct Password (e.g.: "Password1!2")
3. Fill in incorrect Password in Confirm Password (e.g.:"Passwod")
4. Click "Save" button
5. Change Confirm Password to the same as Password

NO

Actual result:
Error message remains on below the Confirm Password field, however doesn't
block user from the progression after filling in the Username
Expected results:
Error message disappears when issue with password is fixed.
80

No information about
'related CR's' in doc.

Usability / UX

There is no information about Related CR's in documentation (Functionalities
available for users). This information is available only in section API
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81

Accessibility - keyboard
navigation

Usability / UX

We cannot expand dropdown list using tab + enter

NO

1. Go to Users.
2. Use keyboard navigation in filters: All roles/ all statuses.
Expected results:
Keyboard navigation works fine
Actual results:
We cannot open dropdowns using tab + enter.
82

Edit CR in Draft duplicated message in
history

Usability / UX

Wrong message in history of CR

NO

1. Login as employee
2. Add CR
3. Edit CR and check history.
Actual result: Message "change status to Draft" is duplicated.
Expected result: There is only one message: "change status to Draft"

83

Multiply choice list 'Provider' and 'Status'

Usability / UX

Provider and Status filters are single choice list instead of multiply choice list
1. Log in as Provider.
2. Go to CRs list view.
Expected result - multiple choice type field
Actual result - single choice type field
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84

Comments section visible
for draft CRs

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

Steps to reproduce:
1. Create CR as employee in status "New"
2. As an admin approve the CR
3. Comment it as and admin
4. As an employee that created the CR edit it so it have status Draft.
5. View CR in "Single CR view"

NO

Expected result:
Per documentation table for "Single CR view" comments shouldn’t be visible
for draft CR's.
Actual result:
Comments are visible
85

Wrong validation message
in man-days field

Error message

1. Login as Provider
2. Open CR and fill man-days with wrong value e.g.: 123456.123
3. Try to save
Actual result: Wrong validation message: information about format - 4.2. After
save this value is rounded to 4.1 format
Expected result: The field takes numbers from 0.1 to 1000.0 inclusive
Similar issue with wrong validation message observed in Providers -> New
Provider -> Price
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86

Archived cloned CR is
changing status

Critical defect /
Damage of data

Steps to reproduce:
1. Go to employee
2. Create a CR
3. Go to admin
4. Create clone of this CR in status NEW
5. Reject this clone
6. Archive this clone
7. Go to original CR
8. Original change to Approved
9. Then to Forwarded
10. Then to Priced
11. Check both issues statuses
Expected result: Clone is archived, original is in status Priced
Actual result: Both are in state Priced

NO

87

Providers filter available
for non-Provider.

Usability / UX

Steps to reproduce:
1. Start the application
2. Log in as Employee or Admin
3. Click ‘CRs’
4. Expand 'Providers' filter field

NO

Actual result:
'Providers' filer is displayed when logged in as Employee or Admin.
Expected result:
'Providers' filer field should be available only if logged in as provider.
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88

Status list not visible in
admin profile

Usability / UX

Status list is available to edit via users list. Same list is not available via admin
profile.
1. Edit admin user via profile

NO

Expected results:
Status List is available.
Actual results:
Status list is not available.
89

Admin doesn't have full
rights

Security /
Functional
defect /
Workaround
available

In documentation in the table on page 13 there is info that admin should be
able to process CR in statuses 'Forwarded' and 'Process'
But id haven't
Steps to reproduce:
1. Create two CR
2. Set it's statuses to 'Forwarded' and 'Process'
3. Login to Admin and see CR list
4. Login to provider for those CR and see CR list
Expected result:
According to Documentation page 13, Admin and Provider should have the
same rights to change statuses of that CR
Actual result:
Only Provider can change.
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90

Wrong validation in
Provider name

Error message

Steps to reproduce:
1. Go to Dashboard
2. Choose Providers
3. Click New button
4. In Name type some special characters and at least one letter or digit (e.g
"@#$%^&*1")
5. In Price use correct price ( e.g. 1.1)

NO

Actual result:
Provider is created
Expected result:
Provider shouldn't be created. There should be a comunicat: "Username can
only consist of letters, digits, spaces and characters: _-"
91

Admins can delete other
Admin/Provider users

Usability / UX

Steps to reproduce:
1. Create admin/provider user
2. Go to Users and click delete button
Expected result:
No delete button available - admin supposedly not able to do so in docs
Actual result:
Admins can delete users of type Admin and provider - not employee.
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